
Changes in balance, strength, and coordination 

Problems affecting speech, communication, and swallowing 

Sensory changes including hearing loss, numbness, and visual problems 

Reduced control over bowels and bladder 

Changes in attention, memory, and cognitive functions

Behavioral changes with emotions and social interactions 

Mood and psychosocial functioning 

Every person with TBI will go through several assessments. Most adults with TBI experience

different stages of recovery. The length and outcome of each stage is unpredictable and

does not follow a specific time frame. Since no single tool can get the full picture of a

person’s strengths, challenges, and needs, many assessments are used to measure the

stages and severity of TBI. Examples of assessments for TBI include:

 

 

 Health care providers gather information

from the person with TBI directly (when

possible) and their family to understand

their abilities and limitations before the

injury. Educating family members about

recovery stages and strategies can help

them understand the rehabilitation process

and better support the person with TBI. The

following are examples of assessment tools

that people with TBI and their family

members may see during the stages of

recovery,

 

ASSESSMENT AND RECOVERY
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Severity of the brain injury 

Length of time it took to receive medical attention 

Severity of other injuries and complications 

Age and general health before the injury 

Their support system 

Levels of Cognitive Functioning Scale 
The Rancho Los Amigos is a scale used to assess how people with TBI are recovering. This

scale was created to help family members of people with TBI understand what to expect

during stages of recovery and share a common language between health care providers.

 

A person with TBI goes through different levels of recovery according to the Rancho Los

Amigos scale. Recovery depends on several factors: 
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Glasgow Coma Scale 
The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is a tool used to assess level of consciousness. An initial test

is done as soon as possible after the injury to set baseline. After that, tests are done

frequently to see any changes in consciousness, and to establish a pattern. The GCS looks

at verbal, eye- opening, and motor response. In early stages, individuals may respond better

to their families and loved ones than health care providers, so families can play an active

role during this time. 

 



Lack of cooperation with treatment 

Anger

Agitation 

Verbal and/or physical aggression 

Depression and anxiety 

Challenging Behaviours 
Some people experience new or changing behaviours after TBI. These behaviors are not willful

or under the control of the person with TBI. Challenging behaviors occur in approximately 25-

50% of individuals and can include: 

 

 

Some people may experience challenging behaviours in early stages of recovery that resolve,

others experience these behaviours long-term. Behavior management techniques can reduce

or remove unwanted behaviours. Educating family members and modifying the environment

can also help in manage difficult  behaviors. 

 

Supporting Caregivers and Families
Caregivers and family members are important to the recovery of a person with TBI. These

individuals may also need ongoing support and/or therapy, which they can access through

community programs or associations.

 

HELPFUL RESOURCES
Glasgow Coma Scale 
https://www.glasgowcomascale.org
 

Rancho Los Amigos Levels of Cognitive Functioning Scale 
https://sunnybrook.ca/content/?page=rancho-scale-brain-injury-recovery
 

Caregiving and TBI
https://sunnybrook.ca/content/?page=rancho-scale-brain-injury-recovery
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Not recognizing consequences of behaviour 

Apathy 

Perservation (repetition of word/answer)

Confabulation (false memory) 

 

Post-Traumatic Amnesia 
After a TBI, some people temporarily have trouble storing memories. This is called Post

Traumatic Amnesia (PTA). During this time a person with TBI cannot remember day-to-day

events. The length of this phase is important for understanding the severity of the injury.

 


